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Your Roadmap
to Effective Digital Marketing
8 steps to build a powerful marketing strategy that produces results.

Why You Need a Strategy
A marketing strategy refines your efforts so that you see maximum results 
for the time and resources you invest. As you spread the word about your 
brand, your strategy will help you connect with the right people, at the 
right time, in the right way. A marketing strategy also: 

Gives Direction

Helps You Stay on Track

Reminds You What to Measure

Reveals Opportunities

Set Goals
Goals give direction. Without goals, it’s impossible to know where you’re 
going. Establish your goals at the onset of a project. Be sure to include: 

Relevant Business Goals

Metrics

SMART Goals

Benchmarks

Complete Competitor
Analysis & Market
Research
To make your mark in your industry, it’s important to know what the 
climate of the market is and who else is competing. Understanding your 
competitors helps you identify areas in the market that are oversaturated, 
as well as gaps your brand can fill. As you research, ask questions like: 

Who are my competitors? What are their strengths and weaknesses?

What can I do that no one else can?

What problems exist in the market that are not being solved yet?

more likely to report success than 
those with no strategy.

Marketers with a documented 
strategy are

more likely to report success than 
marketers who do not set goals.

Goal-setting marketers are

Create Buyer Personas
Identifying your target audiences is key to building your marketing 
strategy. Personas are based on research and customer insights, enabling 
you to imagine your prospective customers as a real person. Building out 
a persona includes:

Demographics

Environment (Digital, 
Physical, Social)

Psychographics

Strategic Messaging

Select Channels/Platforms
The key to a successful marketing strategy is determining the right mix of 
channels and platforms to employ. Instead of trying to be everywhere at 
once, choose the channels that fit within your budget and provide the 
highest opportunities for engagement with your target audiences. 

Digital marketing channels include: 

Social Media
Stay top of mind for customers and build a 
community of loyal advocates with 
authentic, regular interaction on social 
platforms.

71% of consumers who have had a 
positive experience with a brand on 

social media are likely to recommend the brand 
to their friends and family.

250%

Customers exposed to 
three or more marketing 

channels are

more likely to purchase 
from a brand

Email Marketing
Nurture leads, re-engage customers, 
transact with customers.

49% of consumers say they would like to 
receive promotional emails from their 

favorite brands on a weekly basis.

Paid Search
Increase your site’s visibility on search 
engines with pay-per-click ads that reach 
consumers as they search for related 
content.

75% of people say paid search ads make 
it easier to find the information they 

are searching for on a website or search engine.

Search Engine
Optimization
Drive organic traffic to your site with 
keyword strategies and page/content 
optimization.

72% of online marketers describe content 
creation as their most effective Search 

Engine Optimization tactic.

Content Marketing
Attract the attention of strangers with 
valuable content that enhances people’s 
lives.

55% increase in web traffic for companies 
that regularly post blogs.

Website
Generate leads and convert visitors to 
customers with a thoughtful user 
experience and conversion optimizations 
on your site.

79%  of users place the highest level of 
importance on the overall usability of 

a site or app.

242%
more likely to perform 

audience research once 
per quarter.

Successful Marketers are

56% of the best, elite marketers 
conduct research on their 
audiences every month.
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Build Timeline
Once you determine who to reach and where to find them, it’s time to 
build your roadmap for execution. Your marketing plan should include 
tasks to execute: 

*We recommend starting with a 1-year plan, but be willing to iterate and pivot 
throughout the year as needed. Continually build out your roadmap at least 6 months 
ahead.

Daily Weekly Monthly
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Establish Budget 
How much are you willing to spend on marketing? Set your monthly 
budget in advance so you know what your options are ahead of time. As 
you budget, keep in mind that you will generally need to account for two 
costs: service costs for any contract workers or agency partners, and 
advertising costs for various platforms. 

Monthly Service Fee

Ad Spend

Monthly or Yearly Budget
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356%
more likely to report success when 

proactively planning projects.

Proactive Marketers are

CALENDAR

Top Marketers proactively plan 
projects and campaigns.

9.8%
of revenue is the average 

amount set aside for 
marketing spend...

with B2C service companies 
devoting 15.6% of revenue 

to marketing, and B2B 
product companies spending 

8.6% of revenue.

Craft Strategic Messaging
Your persona research will provide insight into the pain points, wants, 
and needs of your customers. Use this information to more effectively 
communicate with target audiences. Build out messages that will resonate 
with each audience, catching their attention as they engage on various 
platforms. Messaging should be specific to each audience, channel, 
platform, and goal. 

Based on Persona Research

Brand Voice Remains Consistent

Tone Can Change Depending on Channel/Platform
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Marketers Today Create Content for
Multiple Audience Segments
Marketing to 3 Audience Segments is Most Common.
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Execute!
A marketing strategy that sits on the shelf is nothing but a 
waste of money. Put your plan into action. Make sure you get 
team buy-in, establish roles for execution, and set up 
benchmarks to track progress along the way. Your marketing 
strategy is your roadmap to success, so use it for directions! 
Here are a few tips to keep in mind:

Disseminate the strategy to your entire team so everyone
can help implement it

Know who is executing on which tasks

Regularly refer to your strategy

Set benchmarks to track your progress

Iterate as needed

61%
of respondents 

acknowledge that their 
firms often struggle to 

bridge the gap between 
strategy formulation and its 

day-to-day 
implementation.
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